
 
 

EUROLUB 
BREMSENREINIGER 

 
 

Category: Technical cleaner 

 
 

Product Features: Due to its balanced combination of special solvents, the product has 
excellent cleaning and degreasing properties and is suitable due to its 
high rate of evaporation for timesaving cleaning and degreasing of all 
brake and clutch parts. Also developed engine parts such as carburetor, 
fuel injection pump, distributor, etc. can be cleaned quickly and 
thoroughly. Removes oil and brake fluid, grease and dirt. Dissolves resin 
residues and displaces water. Moreover, it is easily applicable and leaves 
no residues. 

 
 

Application: Spray on Brake Cleaner and allow to drain off. Allow parts to dry 
naturally or clean with a cloth. With particulary stubborn dirt apply 
several times. 
Content according to Regulation (EC) Nr. 648/2004 on detergents: 
≥ 30 % aliphatic hydrocarbons. 
Brakes: drum and disc brakes, pads, calipers, brake blocks, cylinders, 
springs, brake shoes. 
Clutch: clutch facing, clutch pressure plate, flywheel and clutch housing. 
Notes: Sealed bearing not spray, but only with clean cloth. Pilot bearing 
in the flywheel after cleaning, re-grease. 
Transmission: automatic gearshift, planet carrier, oil pump, brake bands, 
clutches. 
areas of glass: cleaning and degreasing of windscreens before bonding. 

 
 

Delivery: Art.Nr. 003799   600 ml  spray 
Art.Nr. 10012672            5 Liter         tin can 
Art.Nr. 10012673          30 Liter         tin canister 
Art.Nr. 10012674          60 Liter         hobbock 
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Technical Data: 

Chemical basis: Mixture of intense degreasing and cleaning solvents with a high 
evaporation rate. Free of halogenated hydrocarbons. 

Density: 0,719 + 0,005 g/ cm3 

marking: See section 15 of the current EC safety data sheet. 

General information: Accesses when used properly not to all materials commonly used 
in the previously mentioned areas. Shelf life: 30 months when 
stored up to max. 40 ° C. 

Chemical basis: Do not smoke during application. Do not use near open sources 
of ignition or running motors. 

 Mixture of intense degreasing and cleaning solvents with a high 
evaporation rate. Free of halogenated hydrocarbons. 

 
The data provided are subject to change. Operating rules of the manufacturer. Characteristics are typical of current production data are 
subject to change. This should describe the products and should not therefore intended to assure certain properties. Obligation can not be 
derived. 
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